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"Paradise would be lodged in these small form deviations that you notice in between what you see and                  
how you perceive the world. Lights there would be multiple and greater. There is the light of the                  
feeling that inhabits me, and that of the memory that compels me to imagine beyond what I see. These                   
two realities live in my eyes. These two realities are in my paintings. " Laurent Letourmy 

 

 
It’s about forest landscape 
It’s about a pine and a beech forest  
It’s about a boreal forest and a mangrove 
It’s thus about the cusp and horizons 
 
It’s about distortions of light 
It’s about exposure and superimposition 
It’s the own shadow and the drop shadow 
It’s also about intermingled realities 
 
 
It's about widening imaginary worlds 
It's about opening and unfolding black 
It's about exploring and hearing white 
It is then about colors and transparencies 
 
It’s about are realities and visions 
It's about memory and feelings 
It's about the observer and the observed 
It's certainly about great lights. 

Calendar / Place 
September 16th to 29th , 2019.  
Private viewing on Thursday, September 19, 6:00 PM onwards 
Gallery Villa Arts - 15, rue Hégésippe Moreau - 75018 PARIS. 
Metro Place de Clichy 

 



 

Who is Laurent Letourmy? 
Laurent Letourmy lives and works in Paris. He was born in 1973 in Paris, he is 46 years old. 

Trained as an architect, Laurent Letourmy is an artist who carries out two parallel activities. 

His artistic activity aims for a heavenly expression of the environment. Part of this work is included in                  
the catalogue of the Parisian Gallery Paul Prouté. 

His other activity is the development of state heritage/assets/property at the National Forests Office,              
which also relates to environmental issues. 

 

 

Training / career 
Background: Laurent Letourmy has always drawn, researched, taught and produced. 

Learnings: His early days of academic drawing are overseen for three years by Martial Raysse :                
learning how to watch and draw with the pencil. He becomes an architect in 1996 after 6 years of                   
training at a Parisian school that confirm his talent for representing and putting space in perspective.                
He discovers “field” watercolor with Andrew Dunin using a Delacroix color-application technique,            
and following artists from the early 20th century, for which he sustains a certain sensitivity and a taste                  
for contours. 

Explorations : He continues his training in Canada towards large landscape planning, a fertile period               
in terms of intellectual explorations. He discovers the world of mapping, their stories, their meanings               
but also their lack, as well as the latest technological possibilities offered by geodesic deformation               
measurement during his research at the Faculty of Geography at Montréal University. At the              
UNESCO Chair in landscape, the witnessing of major land-development projects in Northern Canada             
lead him to investigate new areas of thought and thus of representation: the invisible, the very big, the                  
lack of, the broken, the thinking of seasons and long cycles, the disappearance of ecosystems… He                
then starts what will become the "Visions Museum" founded on a representation at the edge of                



 

cartography and perspective, attempting to reformulate primitive representations of the world :            
showing Man at the  centre of his ecumene. 

He obtains an architect-draftsman position at the Karnak temple in Egypt as part of French               
cooperation. He then produces 200 x 20 cm vertical paintings, known as the “Vertical Path” series,                
meant as totems or the genetic sequencing places, marked by a need to provoke "the entrance of the                  
observer into the painting". 

Teachings: During six years, he teaches geometry, structural morphology and cartography at the             
Architecture School of Paris-Malaquais thereby reconnecting with questions of scale and structural            
imperatives that govern forms, themes that are dear to the discipline of  architecture .  

Choices : He decides to frame his architectural vision by working both upstream of development               
projects and on their design. He thus undertakes financial feasibility studies for big French parks               
including the Ermenonville gardens, cradle to the first landscape management and home to             
Jean-Jacques Rousseau's cenotaph, as well as for the Vincennes zoo revival in Paris. 

By extending his consulting assignments, he joins the National Forests Office in 2006 where he first                
carries out his landscaping and architect activities, and then takes on the responsibility of              
heritage/assets/property development. With on-the-ground forests experts, he is lucky to wander the            
most beautiful French forests, on the mainland and overseas. 

This activity enables the self-production of most of his art work and the selection of his orders. He                  
produces one annual exhibition and in 2017, the Paul Prouté Gallery adds his linocut work to its                 
permanent catalogue. 

Gallery : The Paul Prouté Gallery, an art dealer since 1876, is located in Paris, rue de Seine.                  
Recognized as one of the 10 most prominent print dealers in the world, the Gallery added Laurent                 
Letourmy’s linocuts to its catalog in 2017 in the "contemporaries" section. 

   



 

Meaning ... 
Figurative : Laurent Letourmy’s work is figurative.  

Art as light, to see better : He narrates a disappearing World, of which it expresses a heavenly vision                   
like a last dream. His preoccupations find refuge in two themes: landscape and animals. The face,                
Man and the body form a parallel narrative approach, drawing and writing alike. 

The sight: Laurent Letourmy is short-sighted and has blurry vision; this marks his entire production.               
He explores the gaze as a blended space : "What do I see, how do I see, what are my memory’s                     
images, how is my mind superimposed with reality, what is the shape of reality, of my reality, of your                   
reality, do we share the same vision? which are the meaningful common and collective shapes?"  

Research and distortion: In the backdrop, Laurent Letourmy attempts at his own level a questioning               
of the perspective frame experienced in the Renaissance, theorized by the mathematician Desargues in              
the 16th century then generalized with Monge. This research takes the form of a circular horizon                
perspective, round images, a map of the sight. 

Figurative but distorted, this work thus touches on realms of abstract art, sculpture and raw art: round                 
images, totems, a Visions Museum, biased outlooks, almost obsessive ... Laurent Letourmy’s graphic             
work could also have a place in the path of primitive representations: from the child's drawing to the                  
Inuit map, to radar imagery. Circular geometry, icons, symbolic forms, monochrome. 

The role of art: As representation of the world expresses how one perceives it, Laurent Letourmy                
likes to believe that today it is necessary to redefine the Western rules established to denote the                 
environment, and thus move away from the antinomy "man outside of places" (with cartography) /               
"man predator" (with perspective). He attempts a convergence by offering new images, distorted,             
staging the atmosphere and the feel of a place beyond the projected shape. It is about the environment,                  
and not the gaze over the environment. 

Technique  
Laurent Letourmy is first and foremost a draftsman, a draftsman of spaces. 

Structure: His drawing is structured. There is no space, or little, for the unknown or chance (which                 
does not really exist for that matter). Color most often comes as a second stage. He works in layers,                   
like the tracing paper of an architect's plan describing the different envelopes of the atmosphere :                
shadows, dust, drizzle, rays... 

Music score: His drawings are interpretations of what he sees, in the same way a musician interprets a                  
music score, structured or not with beats, keys, notes, staves. Thus, the drawing like a music score. 

The art work like an object: His creations are thought like objects, tied to rituals. The painting is an                   
object, at Man’s scale, an element of space, a door. The engraving is a present to gift.  



 

The "Great Light" Exhibition 
The exhibition was born out of the idea of enlarging his linocut images so as to confront their                  
graphics with a carnal relationship with the observer. The paintings are human-size. The painting like               
a door, inviting to enter into another space. The pressed ink gives way to an exploration of the                  
life-size landscape, of the brushstrokes and matter. 

Enlarging the images is risking an imbalance and putting the composition back into play by a change                 
of scale. With the required effort to nourish the graphic work, the four paintings explore the effects of                  
deconstruction, diffraction and of dispersion in the shade and light.  

The theme is the forest. The choice leaned on four fragile French ecosystems, sites threatened by                
extinction, all deriving from visits to state-owned forests, involving distinctive hours, dawn, the heart              
of day, dusk, noon ... hours of greater vibration of this penetrable environment that is the forest. 

Composition of the exhibition 
1 - the "4 doors"  

● Four paintings 180 x 180 cm, oil on cotton canvas, pine wood frame. signed Laurent               
Letourmy 2019 at the back. four tones: yellow, green, red, blue. 

● 4 black and white linocuts 15 x 15cm printed on Arches BFK 180 grams paper, framed.                
Signed, numbered, stamped ‘LL’. 

● The four forests are:  
● A mangrove in French Guiana  - state Forest of Malmanoury Creek 
● A Mediterranean pine forest - Esterel state Forest 
● A fir forest Vosges - Gérardmer state Forest 
● A continental beech forest - Colettes state Forest  (north of Clermont -Ferrand)  

 2 - A “wall of linocuts" 

● String and wooden clips. 
● Nearly 80 black and white linocut printings 15x15cm printed on BFK Arches 180 grams              

paper, numbered, signed, stamped ‘LL’ 

3 - The " Visions Museum", set-up in the basement 

● 500 drawings photographed and assembled showing the artist’s varied subjective panoramic           
views of people and  animals in various real or imaginary places 

● Slide projection of drawings, print on gelatin. Format 4x4  
● Sound : Laurent Letourmy, flute, text and voice . 

  



 

Indications on the process of realisation :  
Intuition : Enlarging the image is to open up the printed matter, the black ink, and the light of the                    
paper 

Principles : The idea that governs this production is the link between black and white, breaking it                 
down, in the direction of the space that is shown, opening it, reconstructing it, larger, entering into it. 

● A smooth black for the pine forest ,oil like a balm. 
● A black that becomes speckled with color for the beech forest, the sprinkling of light and the                 

brush as an ally of this infinite multiplication. 
● A black that gets lost in the fog of the fir forest in winter, with the white that conceals all                    

shape... 
● An iridescent black and shimmering reflections in the torpor of the mangrove. 

Reverie: "Black is the matter, the reality, the touched element... White is the light, the atmosphere, the                 
very temperature of the place..." 

Time : the paintings are realised on the basis of linocuts’ drawings. The motifs are enlarged and                 
painted a first time. Several large flows then set the tones. Then redrawn, then superimposition of                
colors (dry and oily glaze). and application of a second layer of solid colour , mixings of fringes, etc.                   
Deliberately, the alternation of oily and dry layers encourages the appearance of interstices and              
convergences on account of the matter only. 

 

Production team 
Paintings : Laurent Letourmy assisted by Colette Letourmy on "Hêtraie", Louise Letourmy on             
"Mangrove", Baptiste Letourmy for frame preparation and handling of the workshop. 

Engravings : Drawing, engraving, sheet preparation, printing: Laurent Letourmy. Print assistants:           
Louise Letourmy, Noemie Leprince-Ringuet, Baptiste Letourmy. 

Selection of art work : Laurent Letourmy, Jérôme Maingnard. 

Transport, setting up : Raphaël Thiebaut, Laurent Letourmy, Baptiste Letourmy, Colette Letourmy,            
Louise Letourmy. 

Sound set up 'Visions Museum’: Laurent Letourmy. : Raphael Thiebaut 

Press kit and communication : Laurent Letourmy, Noemie Leprince-Ringuet, Agathe Audouze,           
Louise Letourmy, Sambre Wambeke, Hong Lee (Curator). 

Curator : Laurent Letourmy and Hong Lee (Curator) 

  



 

Main art work 

  
"Pine forest" - 180 x 180 cm - Oil on canvas / Linocut 15x15cm - Laurent Letourmy 2019 

  
"Mangrove" - 180 x 180 cm - Oil on canvas / Linocut 15x15cm - Laurent Letourmy 2019 
(intermediary state) 



 

   
"Fir forest" - 180 x 180 cm - Oil on canvas. Laurent Letourmy 2019 (intermediary state) 

  

"Beech forest" - 180 x 180 cm - Oil on canvas / Linocut 15x15cm - Laurent Letourmy 2019 
(intermediary state) 

 



 

Past events  
● "In the sky like in Paris" ("Au ciel comme à Paris") - Maison Armance (Paris) - 2018 
● "Black Light"("Lumière noire")  - Paul Prouté Gallery (Paris)  - 2017  
● "If I was Man" ("Si j'étais un Homme") film by Audray Dana - 2017  
● "Visions Museum" ("Musée des visons") - Maison Muller (Paris) - 2016 
● "Objects of the sight" ("Objets du regard") - Art and Objects Gallery (Brussels) - 2015 
● "New wave" ("Nouvelle vague") - Scribe Gallery (Paris) - 2015 
● "All Around" (" Tout Autour") - GreenLight (Paris) - 2014 
● "Ciculars" ("Circulaires") - Pelikan Gallery (Paris) - 2012 
● "Identity Test" ("Test d'identité") - Science Po Foundation (Paris) - 2007 

 

Contacts 

Artist  
Laurent Letourmy  
Workshop: 32 avenue de Saint-Ouen 75018 
06 85 44 74 35 
atelier@laurentletourmy.com 
http: //www.laurentletourmy.com  
instagram.com/laurentletourmy 
http://www.laurentletourmy.blogspot.com/ 

Gallery Villa des Arts 
Villa des arts. 15 rue Hégésippe Moreau, Paris 75018. 
Sandre Wambeke 
06 03 46 62 68 
swambeke@free.fr 

Curator Hong Lee 
https://www.facebook.com/curator.honglee 

Paul Prouté Gallery 
74, rue de Seine 75006 PAris 
Contact: Jérôme Maingnard 
proutesa@wanadoo.fr 
https://galeriepaulproute.fr/ 
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